
University at Buffalo
Spring 2022, MUS 206LEC Music in the Movies Section 
Instructor: Kirk, Joel Frederick (Primary)

There were: 46 possible respondents.
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 56% (10)33% (6)11% (2)0% (0)0% (0)4.14.14.10.74.439%18Course was intellectually challenging3
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(MUS 206LEC) Taught very enthusiastically and clearly. Made sure everyone understood the material

(MUS 206LEC) Very effective

(MUS 206LEC) Professor always brought an infectious enthusiasm to the class matched only by his lecturing abilities and compassion for both the subject of music and
the care he shows students. Class was always a joy.

(MUS 206LEC) Amazing and engaging lectures. It's clear that the professor cares about the class.

(MUS 206LEC) Extremely!

(MUS 206LEC) The instructor was very willing to converse and offered extra help whenever needed. Very enthusiastic and made you feel comfortable.

 Comments on teaching effectiveness

(MUS 206LEC) I suggest that the class itself not take place in such a cold basement room. The course and instructor was good.

(MUS 206LEC) More music.

(MUS 206LEC) No suggestions loved this course

(MUS 206LEC) maybe allow group work for finding examples

(MUS 206LEC) None

(MUS 206LEC) Less time with group discussion for certain topics

(MUS 206LEC) I would edit the unit on "Queer Representation in Modern Cinema" to more clearly fit in with the idea of "Music" in the Movies.

(MUS 206LEC) Different room, technology errors occurred somewhat frequently.

 Suggestions to improve course

(MUS 206LEC) The organization and small quizzes for participation was nice. The quiz would be random but it was to engage the students. I liked that. The instructor
always had examples on his slides to teach and explain what he meant.

(MUS 206LEC) The course was very entertaining. I learned a lot about different terminology for sound in film, as well as how sound is effectively utilized in film. The
lectures were fun, and the assignments were easy.

(MUS 206LEC) I thought the lectures were engaging and interesting

(MUS 206LEC) strong influence of current pop culture

(MUS 206LEC) Course material was taught very well and easy to understand

(MUS 206LEC) Review days

(MUS 206LEC) The readings and numerous in-class discussions helped to hammer home the course content while the reflective reports were a great way of allowing
students to demonstrate knowledge while using their own passions to guide their examples.

(MUS 206LEC) I enjoyed writing the Reflective Reports a lot, and the personally given feedback on each one helped immensely

(MUS 206LEC) Class discussion was integrated in to solidify understanding.

 Comments on most effective elements

Text Responses
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(MUS 206LEC) The instructor was always approachable and enthusiastic about what he was teaching. This made me more focused and willing to participate. He also
responds to emails quick. I was never afraid to ask for help! He keeps the students engaged with movie clips that have to do with the course which made it easier to
understand the material. The assignments and exams were fair and did not burn me out.

(MUS 206LEC) Kirk did a great job of teaching. He knew what he was talking about, and he was very enthusiastic about what he was teaching. He also gave extra credit
on the assignments, making this a good class to boost GPA.

(MUS 206LEC) The instructor is very knowledgeable and well spoken

(MUS 206LEC) very effective at teaching course, commonly would lead students in specific direction
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